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ABSTRACT
When the world is facing the COVID-19 pandemic, society is also
fighting another battle to tackle misinformation. Due to the wide-
spread effect of COVID 19 and increased usage of social media, fake
news and rumors about COVID-19 are being spread rapidly. Iden-
tifying such misinformation is a challenging and active research
problem. The lack of suitable datasets and external world knowl-
edge contribute to the challenges associated with this task. In this
paper, we propose MiCNA, a multi-context neural architecture
to mitigate the problem of COVID-19 fake news detection. In the
proposed model, we leverage the rich information of the three dif-
ferent pre-trained transformer-based models, i.e., BERT, BERTweet
and COVID-Twitter-BERT to three different aspects of information
(viz. general English language semantics, Tweet semantics, and
information related to tweets on COVID 19) which together gives
us a single multi-context representation. Our experiments provide
evidence that the proposed model outperforms the existing baseline
and the candidate models (i.e., three transformer architectures) and
becomes a state-of-the-art model on the task of COVID-19 fake-
news detection. We achieve new state-of-the-art performance on a
benchmark COVID-19 fake-news dataset with 98.78% accuracy on
the validation dataset and 98.69% accuracy on the test dataset.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The usage of social media platforms such as Facebook, Twitter, etc.,
has increased tremendously, with many users worldwide engaging
through these platforms every day. With the introduction of free-
dom of speech, every user can post, comment, and reply to anything
related to any topic or domain. Fake news can be viewed as a piece
of misinformation that is spread without any verification. Due to a
lack of dedicated fact-checking/ monitoring organizations, misin-
formation on these social media platforms grows exponentially. The
rapid spared of this COVID-19 related misinformation, including
misreporting of ground realities, wrong measurements, unproven
medications, have resulted in severe consequences like attacks on
specific communities, mob lynching, hoarding of medicines and
medical aids, etc.

When the whole world was under lockdown, social media like
Facebook, Twitter, Whatsapp, Instagram, WeChat, etc., became
significant sources of information for people. Research led by the
Bruno Kessler Foundation in Italy showed that in March 2020, every
day, there was an average of 46,000 new posts on Twitter linked to
misleading information about the pandemic [10]. A recent survey
[23] in the UK indicated that 46% of UK adults reported that they
had been exposed to misleading information online about the crises.
As pointed out in the report, 40% adults in the UK are "finding it
hard to know what is true or false about the virus." Similarly, a
study in the United States reported that 64% of US adults faced a
great deal of confusion about the basic facts of current events due
to the spread of fake news [4]. A recent study by World Health
Organization (WHO) [24] shows that some of the most frequently
spreadmyths during the COVID-19 pandemic are “Drinking alcohol
protects you against COVID-19", “Spraying alcohol or chlorine all
over your body kill the new coronavirus," “COVID-19 virus cannot
be transmitted in areas with hot and humid climates", “Cold weather
and snow kill the new coronavirus" and many more.

Fake news is spread primarily because of the absence of rigorous
social media guidelines regarding the contents of posts. Also, the
absence of fact-checking organizations in social media leads to
people posting anything they want without even considering if the
content is appropriate or not. The consequences of spreading fake
news related to health conditions like COVID 19 are much more
severe. In troubled times when people do not know how to take
precautions and preventive measurements, fake news can lead to a
disastrous outcome. In this paper we propose a neural architecture
by leveraging three transformer based pre-trained models i.e., BERT,
BERTweet and COVID-Twitter-BERT.
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2 RELATEDWORKS
Fake news detection is one of the most challenging, relevant, and
essential problems in society, and there has been a rich line of work
in fake-news detection. Below we discuss some of the most notable
works in the line of fake-news detection in recent years.

2.1 Fake-news Detection in English
In an early approach, [1] presents a model to investigate the tension
between information aggregation and the spread of misinforma-
tion. The authors showed that when the individuals exchange in-
formation, it can be modeled as both individuals adopting their pre-
meeting beliefs. The cause and method of misinformation spread in
social media are studied in [5]. The work also proposes necessary
means to minimize the spread of misinformation. Characteristics
of rumors in social media obtained by examining temporal, struc-
tural, and linguistic aspects of diffusion are presented in [16]. [31]
presents a comprehensive review of detecting fake news on social
media, including fake news characterizations on psychology, social
theories, existing algorithms from a data mining perspective. A fake
news dataset containing fake news and real news from different do-
mains such as Entertainment, Business, Technology, Sports, Politics,
etc., was released in [26]. [36] performed a comparative study on
social media platforms and fake news detection methodology and
strategies. [27] proposes a deep learning model based on Recurrent
Neural Network to capture the temporal pattern of user activity
on a given article. [15] proposes methods to combine information
from different available sources and combine them to tackle the
problem as Multi-source Multi-class Fake-news Detection (MMFD).
In another work, [28] presents a hierarchical attention-based deep
learning model for automatic multi-domain fake news detection.

2.2 Fake-news Detection in Other languages
There has been some active research in languages other than Eng-
lish. [2] released a novel dataset where they manually annotated
900 news articles (500 actual and 400 fake contents) from different
domains (viz. Business, Health, Showbiz, Sports and Technology) in
the Urdu language. Similarly, [13] provides an annotated dataset of
around 50000 news articles in the Bengali language to mitigate the
annotated resource scarcity problem in Bengali fake-news detection.
Multiple models were developed for non-English languages as well.
Other notable works on fake-news detection and misinformation
are [8, 19, 22].

2.3 COVID-19 Fake-news Detection
There is also a rich line of work in fake news and misinformation
spread detection in the field of COVID-19. Since the emergence
of the pandemic COVID-19, researchers have been trying to use
machine learning and deep learning-related techniques and frame-
works to mitigate the problem of COVID 19 fake news and misinfor-
mation spread. [30] investigates a multilingual dataset consisting
of 5182 fact-checked news articles on the topic of COVID-19, col-
lecting news articles for about 90 different websites to speed up
this research direction. [14] proposed a transformer-based architec-
ture that uses both multilingual embeddings and 19 hand-crafted
features for detecting fake news in Twitter posts. In the two-stage
pipeline proposed in [34], the first stage retrieves the most relevant

facts about a claim and the second stage verifies the truthfulness of
the claim using textual entailment between the claims and the facts.
[18] provides a multi-modal multilingual (MM) fake-news dataset
related to COVID 19 and external social contexts. The dataset con-
tains 3981 fake news content and 7192 trustworthy information
from 5 different languages other than English.

Unlike previous approaches, we propose a multi context-based
neural model for fake-news detection in COVID-19 related online
posts in this paper. We use three different pre-trained transformers
(pre-trained on different corpora) and leverage the average pooling
of these representations in a neural architecture.

3 METHODOLOGY
3.1 BERT Architecture
The backbone of our proposed model is Transformer’s Encoder-
based pre-trained model BERT [7]. In this section, we briefly explain
the BERT architecture and pre-training approach. BERT leverages
the encoder component of the encoder-decoder architecture of the
transformer, which consists of multiple layers, and each layer has
components viz. self-attention, residual connections, feed-forward
network, etc. It was trained on a large monolingual corpus based
on a masked language objective (where we randomly mask 10-15%
words and the model predicts masked words). BERT has proven as
a state-of-the-art model in many Natural Language Understanding
(NLU) tasks, including the General Language Understanding Evalu-
ation (GLUE) benchmark [35], Squad, RACE, etc. An architecture
diagram of BERT is shown in Figure 1

Figure 1: Basic BERT Model; Main Diagram Courtesy [11]

3.2 Multi-Context Neural Architecture
In this section, we discuss our proposed Multi-Context Neural Ar-
chitecture (MiCNA) in detail. The architecture diagram of proposed
model is given in Figure-2.

3.2.1 Input Representation: We capture the multi-context of
each input token by utilizing three popular BERT based pre-trained
models i.e BERT, BERTweet and COVID-Twitter-BERT. The BERT
base [7] model has 12 layers and is pre-trained on EnglishWikipedia
Corpus1 (2,500M words) and the Book Corpus (800M words) [37].

1https://www.english-corpora.org/wiki/
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It captures English language structure semantic and syntactic infor-
mation. The BERTweet [21] model has the same architecture as the
BERT base model, which is specifically trained on English Tweet
corpuswithmasked languagemodeling objective. This model learns
multiple unstructured latent features from tweets. To speed-up the
research for preventing COVID 19 pandemic, COVID-Twitter-BERT
(CT-BERT) model was proposed by [20]. Similar to BERTweet, au-
thors trained BERT-base on a large corpus of COVID-19 related
tweets with masked language modeling (MLM) objective. We feed
the input post P = p1,p2,p3, . . .pk (where pi is ith token/sub-word
of P ) simultaneously into these three pre-trained models to obtain
three different representations i.e., H1, H2 and H3.

Hi = Modeli (P) (1)

where Modeli (i = 1, 2, 3) indicates one of the three BERT based
pre-trained models. Hi is 1 × 768-dimensional [CLS] token repre-
sentation from ith pre-trained model.

Figure 2: Multi-Context Transformer Based Architecture

3.2.2 Tokenization Layer: First, we perform tokenization of the
input tweet before feeding it as an input to the model. We tokenize
the tweet into constituent words and subwords. The significance
of tokenizing a sentence into subwords is to handle the Out-Of-
Vocabulary (OOV) word problems. There are two special tokens
used in BERT: [SEP] and [CLS]. [SEP] token is used to denote the
ending of a token sequence. [CLS] is used at the front of the se-
quence and corresponds to the “classification" token containing the
learned compact representation of the entire input. Representation
of this token is used in the subsequent task-specific layers. After
appending these special tokens, we feed this tokenized sequence
into transformer layers.

3.2.3 Averaging Pooling Layer: To avoid high input dimension
for each post we have applied average pooling operation across
three representations (H1,H2 and H3) and obtained Havд . It is a
768-dimension vector and fusion of latent features from three pre-
trained models. We refer to it as amulti-context representation.

Havд =
1
3

3∑
i=1

Hi (2)

3.2.4 Feed-forward Layer: The averaged representation Havд
is fed through a three layered Feed Forward Network (FFN) with
GeLU [12] non-linear activation function to obtain representation
F .

F = GeLU (FFN (Havд)) (3)

3.2.5 Classification Layer: Finally, the hidden representation
form FFN (i.e., F ) is fed through the Softmax function to obtain the
probability distribution of labels.

4 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
4.1 Dataset

Sl. Tweet Label

1.
States reported 1121 deaths a small rise from
last Tuesday Southern states reported 640 of
those deaths.

Fake

2.
Clearly the Obama administration did not
leave any kind of game plan for something
like this.

Real

Table 1: Examples from COVID-19 FakeNews Dataset

Split Real Fake Total
Training Set 3,360 3,060 6,420

Development Set 1,120 1,020 2,140
Testing Set 1,120 1,020 2,140

Total 5,600 5,100 10,700
Table 2: Statistics of Dataset

We use the COVID-19 fake-news dataset [25] for our experi-
ments. This dataset is a collection of tweets related to COVID-19
news. The authors crawl tweets from verified Twitter handles using
the Twitter API2. The considered Twitter handles were govern-
ment accounts, medical institutes, news channels, sources from
the World Health Organization (WHO), Centers for Disease Con-
trol and Prevention (CDC), Covid India Seva, Indian Council of
Medical Research (ICMR), etc. It is expected that unauthorized or
public accounts may include more fake information; they were also
used on data collection. After data collection, authors utilize the
fact-verification websites like PolitiFact3, Snopes4, Boomlive5 etc.
to check if a content is fake or not. Finally, human investigation
is performed to verify and update the labels into two categories
i.e., Real and Fake. It has total 10700 curated news records out of
which 5600 and 5100 are labelled as Real and Fake respectively. The
authors define Real and Fake labels as follows:

(1) Real: Tweets which are from verified sources and give useful
information on COVID-19.

(2) Fake: Tweets, posts, articles which make claims and specu-
lations about COVID-19 which are verified to be not true.

Table 1 and Table 2 tabulate example of dataset and distribution of
data respectively.

2https://developer.twitter.com/en/docs/twitter-api
3https://www.politifact.com/
4https://www.snopes.com/
5https://www.boomlive.in/
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Model
Class Model Accuracy Precision Recall

Weighted
F1 Score

Baselines [25]

Decision Tree 85.23 85.31 85.23 85.25
Linear Regression 92.76 92.79 92.76 92.75

Support Vector Machine 93.46 93.48 93.46 93.46
Gradient Boosted Decision Tree 86.82 87.08 86.82 86.82

Current
SOTA
Models

La Diff ULMFit [3] 96.72 96.79 96.72 96.73
Hybrid Transformer + Pseudo Labeling [17] 98.50 98.60 98.50 98.50
ECOL + Prior Knowledge Injection [29] 97.57 97.66 97.57 97.57

Ernie + Heuristic Decision [6] 97.60 97.60 97.60 97.60

MiCNA
Components

BERT Base 95.98 96.02 95.96 95.98
BERTweet 96.82 96.93 96.89 96.82

COVID Twitter-BERT 97.66 97.70 97.63 97.66

Proposed MiCNA (Dev Set) 98.78 98.94 98.79 98.86
MiCNA (Test Set) 98.69 98.83 98.57 98.64

Table 3: Comparison of proposed model with baselines and current State-of-the-art models (SOTA); For baselines and SOTA,
the results are reported on only test dataset

For additional experimentation, We perform several preprocess-
ing techniques on the dataset. Pre-processing technique includes
removal of non-alphanumeric characters (i.e., @, _, $ etc.), newline
and new paragraph characters. Additionally, we also experimented
with removing stop-words and stemming. We tested model perfor-
mance with and without preprocessed dataset.

4.2 Baseline and Evaluation Metrics
The baseline paper [25] uses term frequency–inverse document
frequency (tf-idf) for representing each post. These representations
are input for traditional machine learning classification algorithms.
They leveraged following classification models:

(1) Support Vector Machines (SVM)
(2) Logistic Regression (LR)
(3) Decision Tree (DT)
(4) Gradient Boosted Decision Tree (GBDT)

To ensure that our proposed model is the best performing model, in
addition to the above, we included three strong transformer-based
baselines:

(1) BERT Base
(2) BERTweet
(3) COVID Twitter-BERT

These models are similar to the proposed MiCNA model. Unlike
the MiCNA model, we used input representation from individual
pre-trained models, not the pooled representation. We evaluated all
the models performance on accuracy, precision, recall and weighted
average F1 metrics. Section 5 includes results and analysis of the
experiments.

4.3 Implementation Details
We set the maximum input sequence length to 128, the warmup
proportion to 0.15, the batch size to 28, and the number of epochs to
10. For all the models, the initial learning rate was set to 2e − 5. We
use GeLU [12] as hidden activation function and 10% Dropout [32]
in the last layer of each pre-trainedmodel model, 20%Dropout to the
Feed Forward Layer of MiCNA architecture. All other parameters

of BERT Base6, BERTweet7 and COVID-Twitter-BERT8 are not
modified. We trained the model in an end-to-end manner. Hyper-
parameters are searched using a grid search algorithm.

5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, we discuss the experiments, results, and critical
observations for the COVID-19 fake-news detection task. We com-
pare our proposed architecture with the baseline models as defined
by [25] and various models that achieve current state-of-the-art
(SOTA) results. Table 3 includes results for all the baselines, current
SOTA as well as the proposed architecture.

5.1 Comparison with Baselines
We conduct experiments with each of the three candidate trans-
former architectures, i.e., BERT-Base, BERTweet, and COVID-Twitter-
BERT (CT-BERT), separately. We add a classifier layer on top of the
three transformer architectures and finetune the models separately
on the training dataset. For our proposedMiCNA model, we con-
nect the three transformer components (c.f Figure 2) and train the
model end to end. We conduct hyperparameter tuning using the
development set and run inference using the best hyperparameters
on the test dataset for all our experiments. The results of individual
experiments on the test data are tabulated in Table 3.

It is observed that the three candidate transformer architectures
(viz. BERT-Base, BerTweet, and COVID-Twitter-BERT) consistently
outperformed all the existing baselines defined by [25] across all
evaluation metrics. Finally, our proposed architecture MiCNA out-
performs all the baselines as well as all the three candidate trans-
former architectures across all evaluation metrics. It is noteworthy
that the evaluation scores of COVID-Twitter-BERT are close to
the proposed model MiCNA which indicates the effect of the pre-
trained model, which is trained on specifically COVID-19 dataset.

We also conducted experiments on our proposed modelMiCNA
with a different pre-processed version of the dataset (viz. removing
punctuations, named entities). We observed that our model per-
formed poorly, which gave evidence that every information (such

6https://github.com/google-research/bert
7https://github.com/VinAIResearch/BERTweet
8https://github.com/digitalepidemiologylab/covid-twitter-bert
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as location, names especially named entities) is crucial in the online
post due to its non-traditional sentence structure.

5.2 Comparison with Current State-of-the-art
We also compare our proposed architectures with different models
that achieve current state-of-the-art (SOTA) on the COVID-19 Fake-
News dataset. Different models employ different algorithms such
as layered differentiated training approach for ULMFit [3], hybrid
transformer architecture with pseudo labeling algorithm [17], injec-
tion of external knowledge with various transformer architectures
[29] and transformer architectures coupled with heuristic decision
making algorithm [6].

We observe from Table 3 that our proposed architecture out-
performs these current SOTA models consistently. [17] uses an
ensemble of transformers that achieves the closest accuracy score
concerning our proposed architecture. Our proposed architecture
also performs at per with the best performing model g2tmm [9]9
with a difference of 0.05% with respect to weighted F1 Score.

6 ABLATION STUDY
We perform an ablation study on different components of our pro-
posed MiCNA architecture to understand the importance of each
component viz. BERT Base, BERTweet, and COVID Twitter-BERT.
As opposed to the architecture of MiCNA (c.f Section 3.2) where
we use averaging the representations of all the three components,
in this study, we choose two of the three components and perform
averaging. The results of this study are shown in Table 4.

Model
Description Accuracy Precision Recall

Weighted
F1 Score

BERT + BERTweet 96.52 96.63 96.71 96.57
BERT + CT-BERT 97.83 97.87 97.63 97.79

BERTweet + CT-BERT 98.05 98.13 98.08 98.16

Table 4: Ablation Study for Component analysis of MiCNA
architecture. CT-BERT: Covid-Twitter BERT

From Table 4, we observe that when we choose two of the three
components of the MiCNA model, then the performance of the
combined models surpasses the performance of the individual com-
ponents as seen in Table 3, but they are not able to surpass the per-
formance of final MiCNAmodel. This proves the importance of each
component used in the MiCNA model where BERT understands
the general English language constructs, BERTweet understands
the general constructs structures of tweets, and COVID-Twitter
BERT understands the scientific terms and information specific to
COVID-19.

7 ANALYSIS
In this section, we further analyze the performances of the pro-
posed model at a more granular level. More specifically, we try to
understand answers to a few research questions mentioned:
• How does the proposedmodel perform for the individual
classes?We analyze the predictions obtained from MiCNA mod-
els on test data. The confusion matrix of the MiCNA model is
included in Figure 5. We see that it is able to put most of the
test examples in their corresponding correct classes. Moreover,

9The authors [9] only report Weighted F1 Score

with the number of mispredictions being roughly equal for real-
predicted-as-fake and fake-predicted-as-real for this balanced
dataset, it shows that the model is not biased towards any spe-
cific class.

• Are the proposedmulti-context model and the individual
single-context models able to separate the examples from
the different classes? To understand whether the representa-
tions obtained by the individual models (BERT, BERTweet, and
CT-BERT) as well as the proposed model (MiCNA) are able to
separate the real and fake classes, we obtain the tSNE [33] plots
of the representations. Figure 3 shows the representations in
2D. We see that there is a larger separation between the real
and fake classes for the proposed multi-context (MiCNA) model,
which indicates that it is beneficial to combine the strengths of
the individual contexts to do better in the final prediction task.

• How does the proposed multi-context model agree with
the decisions of the individual single-context models?We
then try to see if the multi-context model indeed agrees with the
predictions of the individual models and also whether it goes
ahead with only one of the individual context representations.
Table 5 shows that it agrees with the decisions of all the indi-
vidual single-context-based models to a large extent. The table
also shows that the proposed model does not prefer or go along
with the decisions of any single individual context. However, it
agrees slightly more with the CT-BERT model as CT-BERT has
been pretrained on covid related corpus and can capture more
context about COVID. We also see that the multi-context model
disagrees with each of the individual models for quite a few ex-
amples. This again indicates that the multi-context model does
not blindly follow any specific single-context model but indeed
makes an attempt to further learn the classifier after obtaining
the combined representation.

BERT - MiCNA BERTweet - MiCNA CT-BERT - MiCNA
1,826 (925/901) 1,943 (964/979) 1,962 (983/979)

Table 5: Number of agreements of the multi-context model
with individual single context models. Format: Total Agree-
ment (Real Agreement/Fake Agreement). Number of exam-
ples: 2140, out of which 1120 are real and 1020 are fake.

• Do Fake news surround specific types of named entities?
In this setting, we extract the top 12most frequent Named Entities
(NEs) from the predicted Real and predicted Fake tweets. Figures
4(a) and 4(b) include top-12 most frequent NEs for predicted
fake and predicted real classes respectively. From Figure 4(a) we
see that for predicted Fake tweets, most frequent named entities
(NEs) are “Trump", “India", “China", “Donald", “Wuhan" etc.
We observe from the Figure 4(b) that most frequent NEs for
predicted Real tweets are “India", “Lagos", “Auckland" etc. We
can say from the frequency of these NEs that predicted Fake
tweets contain more political information rather than facts about
COVID. On the other hand the predicted Real tweets contain
more facts (e.g. such as occurrences of spread) related to COVID.

• What are some of the posts that were predicted correctly
by themulti-contextmodel butweremispredicted by some
of the single-context-based models?We show some example
tweets from the dataset where some of the MiCNA component
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(a) Plot for BERT Representation (b) Plot for BERTweet Representation

(c) Plot for CT-BERT Representation (d) Plot for MiCNA Representation

Figure 3: tSNE Embedding Plots for MiCNA and MiCNA Component Model Representations

(a) Most Frequent NEs for Predicted Fake Tweets (b) Most Frequent NEs for Predicted Real Tweets

Figure 4: Named Entity Frequency Plot

Sl. Tweet Actual
Label

Prediction by
MiCNA

Architecture

MiCNA Components
that Misclassified

1. Last note Washington DCs total test count fell by 22 presumably pulling
out antibody tests #Coronavirus #USA

Real Real BERT, CT-BERT

2. WHO reports record daily increase in global coronavirus cases up over
292000 #COVID #WHO

Fake Fake BERT, BERTweet

3. Covid 19 is NOT killing people Weak immune systems and bad doctors
are #Corona

Fake Fake BERT, BERTweet

4. Russia has allegedly unleashed over 500 lions in order to ensure that
people stay inside their houses #Russia #Covid19

Fake Fake BERTweet

5. Thousands of doctors say hydroxychloroquine cures coronavirus #Cure
#COVID

Fake Fake BERT, BERTweet

Table 6: Sample instances misclassified by at least one MiCNA component but correctly classified by MiCNA architecture

models (BERT-Base, BERTweet, CT-BERT) mispredict the classes
of the tweets, but MiCNA correctly classifies them in Table 6.

• Why does the proposed model perform better than the in-
dividual context-based models? We understand that the se-
mantic and syntactic structures of the tweets are quite different
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Figure 5: Confusion Matrix of MiCNA on Test set

from that of general English language literature texts. More-
over, to detect fake news about COVID-19, the model needs to
know about the topic. Only English BERT-Base architecture is
not enough to correctly classify these tweets. Hence we focus
on an aggregate representation that comes from multiple con-
texts such as general English Language constructs, general Tweet
constructs, and technical information related to COVID-19. This
multi-context representation helps our model predict the class
of the tweets more proficiently.

8 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORKS
In this paper, we tackle the problem of COVID-19 related fake-news
detection. This problem is impactful because society must also take
strong measures to prevent hoaxes or false information when the
world is finding a cure for this pandemic disease. For this purpose,
we propose an efficient Multi-Context based Transformer architec-
ture that can efficiently classify the tweets related to COVID-19
as real and fake. In the future, we would like to use multimodal
features for the fake news detection task.
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